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Editorial News
NEW RECOLLECTIONS…
A further six new titles have
been signed up to add to those
already due for release during
2015.
SUBSCRIBERS’ EDITION…
The next Subscribers’ Limited
Edition will be The Golden
Valley Line Past & Present by
John Stretton and Tim
Maddocks and is due for
release on 20 December 2014.

New Releases

Closing date for orders on this
edition is 30 November 2014
so be sure to decide in good
time - once they are gone they
are gone!

The Railways of YORK A Pictorial Celebration

Archive News

Contents include:

The NOSTALGIA Collection
Archive has grown by a further
500+ images following the
purchase of a 35mm slide
collection from our good friend
and Silver Link Author Peter
Butler ( History of the Railways
of Northamptonshire) Peter has
been photographing Britain’s
railways for many decades and
this slide collection, featuring
stations,is but a small part of his
extensive collection. Selected
images (example right) will
appear in future volumes from
Silver Link.

The new Silver Link Silk Edition focusses on the major northern
railway city of York. David Mather takes us on a journey through
time from the early steam age to the high speed trains of today.

Steam Days • After the Age of Steam • Maintaining the
Permanent Way • Traction • The ‘Golden Age’ of Diesels

•

The Early Diesel Freight Locomotives • The Purpose Built Heavy
Freight Diesel Locomotives and much more

Image: © The NOSTALGIA Collection Archive/Peter Butler
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Preserved Line
Recollections - a
growing series…

20 October 2014

New Releases (Continued)
Memories of UNITED COUNTIES Part 4
This is the fourth and final volume in Caroline Cleaveley’s
affectionate and comprehensive series looking at what began as
the United Counties Omnibus Co Ltd 100 years ago on the eve
of the First World War, and featuring
The first half of the book provides a concise history of the
company by Roger Warwick and Steve Loveridge. The second
section contains further memories following on from those in
Parts 1 to 3 of the series, then we are treated to a hugely varied
selection of photographs from the archive of Derek Watson,
from Bedford.
To finish in grand style, for the first time Part 4 contains
many colour photographs, and is thus a fitting conclusion to this
popular series

Coming Soon…

A series within a series the
Preserved Lines strand is set to
grow further in 2015 and beyond.
These low price volumes are
proving increasingly popular with
many customers now collecting
the series.
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